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bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

NON FICTION

Catalogue de machines,
d'engins et de véhicules

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

After the success of the "Ultimate Book of Vehicules", here is
the collector book of "Vehicules from all kind".

225 x 195 mm
96 pages
14,99 €
From 2 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Simplified), German,
Italian, Spanish (World)

A real treat for passionated kids !
Key Features
• A picture dictionary with an original presentation in the form of a landscape format catalogue.
• Fine illustrations by Didier Balicevic, who gave us "Le grand livre animé des Engins
et Machines" (more than 300 000 copies sold worldwide).

Contents
A picture book with all kinds of vehicles and machines, arranged according to their
purpose: building, demolishing, moving, transporting, travelling... an original presentation to discover the vehicles and understand their usefulness.
An exhaustive list that will delight all the little fans of machines.
Early learning notions:
Enrich vocabulary,
Learn more about favourite subject.

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

TOURBILLON

NON FICTION

L'abécédaire de monsieur Bear
Virginie Aracil

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

250 x 340 mm
58 pages
16,90 €
From 3 years old

Alligator, Bee, Baobab, Indian, Piano, Bear, Spaghetti, Cloud...
more than 160 words illustrated in a humorous picture book
that kids will love.
Key Features
• A big brightly coloured picture book from the exhilarating 'pop' universe of
Virginie Aracil.
• A modern design encourages 3-6 year-olds to discover letters and words.

RIGHTS SOLD

English (World)

• A big format and a soft cuddly cover (padded).

Contents
Mister who? Mister Bear of course! Fresh from the fertile imagination of illustrator
Virginie Aracil, Mister Bear is a mischievous little bear who'll teach your children
letters, sounds and words in a bright, exciting universe.

Author

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

BAYARD

Virginie Aracil
Virginie ARACIL trained at the École supérieure de la mode in
Paris. Firstly, she turned towards textiles, designing the kiddies’
collections at the Galeries Lafayette, and creating her own brand
of textile accessories in 2002 with Editions Coq en pâte, where Mr.
Bear was already well-known. An app (Europa Apps) also featured
Mr. Bear, until she met with Bayard éditions... who gave birth to a
magnificent ABC book followed by a sparkling book about colour.

NON FICTION

Les couleurs de monsieur Bear
Virginie Aracil

A tall and sparkling picture book to discover the colours !
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

250 x 340 mm
46 pages
16,90 €
From 2 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Key Features
• Nice, charming and trendy illustrations by Virginie Aracil.

Contents
Mr. Bear a mischievious little bear, invites the child to come into a pop and designed universe plenty of vitamins and to discover the colours and the words.
Here are the main colours but some more rare ones in the books for children :
beige, burgundy, gold, silver...

Castilian, Dutch, Flemish, Spanish (Latin America)

Author

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

BAYARD

Virginie Aracil
Virginie ARACIL trained at the École supérieure de la mode in
Paris. Firstly, she turned towards textiles, designing the kiddies’
collections at the Galeries Lafayette, and creating her own brand
of textile accessories in 2002 with Editions Coq en pâte, where Mr.
Bear was already well-known. An app (Europa Apps) also featured
Mr. Bear, until she met with Bayard éditions... who gave birth to a
magnificent ABC book followed by a sparkling book about colour.

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

230 x 200 mm
16 pages
13,90 €
From 3 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Castilian, Catalan, Chinese
(Simplified), Croatian, Dutch,
English (World), Finnish, Flemish, Greek, Italian, Japanese,
Portuguese, Serbian, Swedish

Docus à toucher
This non-fiction series for tiny-tots has opted for an interactive and hands-on approach. Here interactivity is the chosen
method of learning and communicating for young readers.
Key Features
• A durable product specially designed for little hands.
• The quality and realistic nature of the materials.
• A mixture of fiction and documentary specially tailored for the age group and
thoroughly modern in presentation.
• Themes that appeal greatly to the age group: The Farm, Earth and Sky, The
Savannah, The Dinaosaur, etc;

Contents
Number of titles available: 19
Les animaux de la campagne à toucher
Les animaux du froid à toucher
Les petites bêtes à toucher
Ma ferme à toucher
Ma savane à toucher
Mes animaux de la forêt à toucher
Mes animaux de la junge à toucher
Mes animaux des mers à toucher
Mes animaux des montagnes à toucher
Mes animaux du jardin à toucher
Mes animaux familiers à toucher
Mes bébés animaux à toucher

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

MILAN

Mes chevaliers à toucher
Mes dinosaures à toucher
Mes petits poneys à toucher

NON FICTION

Du têtard à la grenouille
Pop Docs
Marta Sorte

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

198 x 198 mm
12 pages
9,99 €
From 3 years old

A pop-up on every double page at an affordable price.
Key Features
• To acquire the notion of passing time.
• Introduction to the notion of physical transformation.
• Learn the words you need to talk about animals.

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
Where do tadpoles come from? When do their legs appear?
How do tadpoles breathe under water?
Page after page, the tadpole is transformed into... a leaping frog!

Illustrator
Marta Sorte
Marta Sorte is an illustrator of Italian origin. Ever since she was
very small, she has loved animals and drawing – and most of all
drawing the animals.

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

TOURBILLON

NON FICTION

De l'oeuf au poussin
Pop Docs
Marta Sorte

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

198 x 198 mm
12 pages
9,99 €
From 3 years old

A pop-up on every double page at an affordable price.
Key Features
• To acquire the notion of passing time.
• Introduction to the notion of physical transformation.
• Learn the words you need to talk about animals.

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
Who lays the egg? How many days before it hatches?
How does the chick get out of the shell?
Page after page, the egg is transformed into... an adorable little chick!

Illustrator
Marta Sorte
Marta Sorte is an illustrator of Italian origin. Ever since she was
very small, she has loved animals and drawing – and most of all
drawing animals.

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

TOURBILLON

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

190 x 200 mm
10 pages
11,50 €
From 3 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Docs à suivre
Follow the path with your finger and you will learn and play at
the same time! 16 flaps to lift to discover what's hiding in the
garden and the forest.
Key Features
• Top quality production with flaps and a debossed path.
• A new series of non-fiction pop-up books.

Contents
Number of titles available: 3
Dans la forêt - Docs à suivre
Dans le jardin - Docs à suivre
Sous terre - Doc à suivre

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

TOURBILLON

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

220 x 220 mm
32 pages
8,99 €
From 3 years old

La vie des animaux
Non-fiction books that read like a story on the daily lives of
animals.
Key Features
• The return of the animal monograph to the Milan catalogue, France's first nature
publisher.
• Carefully written following a well-thought-out plan; illustrations that blend realism
and poetry.
• Competitive price, excellent value for money and a generous format.

RIGHTS SOLD

Basque, Chinese (Simplified)

Contents
Number of titles available: 6
L'éléphant
Le chat
Le cheval
Le dauphin
Le lion
Le loup

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

MILAN

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

200 x 200 mm
24 pages
8,90 €
From 3 years old

Mes Premiers Exploradocs
Working in the same principal as the Exploradoc series, this
collection for children of 3 and up shows where everyday objects come from in a photo-report style.
Key Features
• A journalistic approach reveals what goes on behind the scenes of our daily existence.
• Commented photos describe real procedures.

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan, Chinese (Simplified),
German, Italian

• Key themes of everyday life.
• A bright, fun lay-out makes reading easier.

Contents
Number of titles available: 14
Comment poussent la salade et les autres légumes?
D'où vient l'eau que je bois?
D'où vient le bois de mon lit?
D'où vient le chocolat de ma tablette?
D'où vient le coton de mon tee-shirt?
D'où vient le miel de ma tartine?
D'où vient le sel de ma salière?
D'où vient le verre de mon verre?
D'où vient mon sucre en poudre?
Ma compote vient d'une fleur
Où vont les déchets de ma poubelle?
Pourquoi y a-t-il des trous dans mon gruyère?
Qu'y a-t-il dans mon pain?

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

TOURBILLON

Qui a fait mon livre?

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

230 x 200 mm
26 pages
16,50 €
From 3 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Castilian, Catalan, Chinese
(Simplified), English (World),
Icelandic, Italian, Norwegian,
Portuguese

Mon livre animé
Totally dirrect from the usual picture book or pop-up for older
children, this book - with its interactive and playful approach
- is the perfect 'first discovery' for the very young. More than
30 movable features in truly interactive book.
Key Features
• A play approach that puts the accent on interactivity to help children discover the
world around them: nursery, school, nature, the sea...
• A big format, thick card and robust animations.
• The approach is always focused on the child, what they can do (animations) and
feel.

Contents
Number of titles available: 16
Garages et voitures
L'espace
La ferme
La mer
La nature et les saisons
Le chantier
Le corps humain
Le football
Les châteaux forts
Les pirates
Les pompiers
Les sports d'hiver

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

MILAN

Les transports
Mon livre animé de l'école maternelle
Paris

NON FICTION

Mes docs animés
Action at the heart of information!

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

200 x 200 mm
26 pages
11,90 €
From 3 years old

Key Features
• Competitive price.
• 15-20 animations per title.
• Moving features are robust and easy to manipulate.

Contents
RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Simplified)

Number of titles available: 14
L'école maternelle
La Station de ski
La ferme
La mer
La savane
Le chantier
Le corps humain
Le football
Le zoo
Les châteaux forts
Les dinosaures
Les pirates
Les pompiers
Noël

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

MILAN

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

200 x 250 mm
64 pages
13,90 €
From 4 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Basque, Chinese (Simplified),
Spanish (Latin America)

Wakou ma p'tite encyclo nature
A new kind of thematic non-fiction book for 4-7-year-olds,
one that leaves lots of room for photos and illustrations: here
visuals come first!
Key Features
• 11 editorial angles, different on each double page.
• Rich iconography, photos and illustrations.
• An interactive series: play and learn. Involving the child through activities, seek
and find, photo zooms...
• Contents page that highlights the different documentary approaches and lets
children navigate the book according to their favorite ways of observing. They can
opt to read only the seek and find features, or go directly to the Zoom.

Contents
Number of titles available: 9
La ferme
La mer
Les 4 saisons
Les animaux
Les bébés animaux
Les dinosaures
Les petites bêtes
Les poneys
Les volcans

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

MILAN

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

190 x 190 mm
32 pages
7,40 €
From 3 years old

Mes p'tits docs
Beautifully illustrated, these documentaries will satisfy the
curiosity of 4-6-year-old. The short texts on varied themes,
such as the zoo and the space, are printed on tearproof paper, making them the ideal companion for discovery.
Key Features
• Simple and instructive texts.
• Beautiful illustrations.

RIGHTS SOLD

Castilian, Chinese (Simplified),
Polish, Turkish, Ukrainian

• Robust paper that won't tear.
• The perfect tool to guide children in their discovery of the surrounding world.

Contents
Number of titles available: 83
Berlin
Chez le coiffeur
Chez le docteur
L'espace
L'espace NE
L'hôpital
L'orage
L'école maternelle
LES DENTS
La ferme
La forêt
La lune

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

MILAN

La mer
La musique
La nuit

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

252 x 192 mm

Les 12 mois de mon année
With this book, children will learn about the seasons but it is
also a sort of perpetual calendar, and a decorative object that
sits open on a desk thanks to an elastic device designed for
the purpose.

13,99 €
From 3 years old

Key Features

RIGHTS SOLD

• There is aninformative text on each month and captions to complete and explain
the pictures.

Castilian, Catalan, Chinese
(Simplified), Danish, Portuguese

• Raised plateforms present the characteristic elements of the month abd the season.

• 12 pages, one for each of the 12 months of the year.

Contents
With this book, children will learn about the seasons but it is also a sort of perpetual calendar, and a decorative object that sits open on a desk thanks to an elastic
device designed for the purpose. Raised platforms present the characteristic elements of the month and the season. There is aninformative text on each month
and captions to complete and explain the pictures. 12 pages, one for each of the
12 months of the year.

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

TOURBILLON

NON FICTION

Les dinosaures en relief
Sandra Laboucarie / Peggy Nille

Follow the claw prints of dinosaurs — in relief!
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

255 x 195 mm
20 pages
13,99 €
From 3 years old

Key Features
• A non-fiction book that makes a series of perfect decorations when placed open
in a child's room.
• A book inspired by the technique of Kirigami, the Japanease art of creating
volume by cutting paper.
• The book enriches children's vocabulary.
• It brings first notions of geography.

RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Simplified), Danish,
Dutch, Flemish, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese

Contents
The reader travels back in time to discover dinosaurs and their world thanks to
attractive paper die-cuts that present a different decor on every page.

Author
Sandra Laboucarie
Sandra Laboucarie is a journalist and works regularly for Milan
Presse (Julie, 1 jour 1 actu) and Bayard Presse (Phosphore, Okapi).
In book publishing, she writes non-fiction for Tourbillon, Bayard
Editions and Nathan.

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

TOURBILLON

Illustrator
Peggy Nille

NON FICTION

Les animaux (en relief) autour du
monde
Peggy Nille

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

252 x 192 mm
20 pages
13,99 €
From 3 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Basque, Castilian, Catalan, Italian, Portuguese

A superb world tour of animals and their natural environments,
in relief.
Key Features
• A non-fiction book that makes a series of perfect decorations when placed open
in a child's room.
• A book inspired by the technique of Kirigami, the Japanease art of creating
volume by cutting paper.
• The book enriches children's vocabulary.
• It brings first notions of geography.

Contents
A non-fiction book with illustrations in relief of the world’s animals in their natural
environment. Polar bears and penguins in the Great North, ants in the garden,
beavers and otters in the river… in 2 dimensions, thanks to die-cuts and relief representations of a selection of animals. Each natural environment is illustrated on a
double spread: The Great North, the tropical seas, the temperate forest, the jungle,
the river, the desert, the ocean, the mountains, the savanna, the garden.

Illustrator
Peggy Nille

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

TOURBILLON

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

197 x 240 mm
96 pages
11,90 €
From 3 years old

Mes années pourquoi - Imagerie
Picture books that put the emphasis on visual impact: recounting, explaining, and involving young children by placing them
at the heat of the scene.
Key Features
• A multidisciplinary approach to subjects that will spark off young reader's curiosity
as well as adult interest via different points of access.
• Contemporary illustrations, original viewpoints make the pictures easy to 'read'.

RIGHTS SOLD

Castilian, Chinese (Simplified),
Dutch, Finnish, Flemish, Hungarian, Italian, Korean, Polish,
Portuguese, Russian, Serbian,
Spanish (Mexico), Swedish,
Ukrainian

• 5 encyclopaedic double spreads at the end of each book, adding a pedagogical
approach.
• Cross-references that create links between one part of the book and another.

Contents
Number of titles available: 41
L'atlas du monde
L'école maternelle
La Bretagne
La Corse
La France
La Normandie
La Provence
La cuisine
La danse
La ferme
La mer
La montagne

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

MILAN

La nature
La préhistoire
La savane

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

197 x 197 mm
32 pages
7,40 €
From 3 years old

Mes p'tits pourquoi
The big events in the emotional life of children of 3 years and
over. The narrative thread encourages proximity, identification
and complicity, make this series unique.
Key Features
• Short texts and tender illustrations.
• Amusing illustrations.
• The ideal way to broach all those subjects that children feel concerned about.

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
Number of titles available: 8
Bêtises et limites
Chez l'orthophoniste
La mort
La surdité
Le divorce
Les allergies alimentaires
Les émotions
Zizis et Zézettes

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

MILAN

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

210 x 240 mm
208 pages
15,90 €
From 3 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Complex), Chinese
(Simplified), German, Korean,
Spanish (Mexico)

Mes docs Pomme d'Api
Children think! Their heads are always buzzing with questions
but they don't always know how to ask them. This series encourages them both to think and to discuss those profound
questions they ask spontaneously from the age of 3 with their
parents.
Key Features
• 24 themes centred on the way human beings organise their collective existence:
social relations, feelings and emotions, life's values and counter-values...
• Authors include the Pomme d'Api editorial team (a magazine with a readership of
802.000) who, each month, accompagny children in their comprehension of the
world and the elaboration of their reflection.
• Illustrations by Dorothée de Monfreif and Soledad Bravi, conversing with the child
all through the book.
• For teachers, ready-to-use activities on the Internet workshop.

Contents
Number of titles available: 2
Les p'tits philosophes
Les p'tits philosophes

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

BAYARD

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

180 x 180 mm
144 pages
13,90 €
From 3 years old

Les questions des petits
After the success og "Gaston, le petit garçon qui n'arrêtait
pas de poser des questions", Bayard once again looks at the
difficult questions parents sometimes need help in answering.
Key Features
• For each of these questions, a little story allows children to understand what they
feel.
• Little dialogues using animal characters lead on to a dialogue between parents
and children.

RIGHTS SOLD

• A book that will help adults find the right words to reassure their young children.

Chinese (Simplified), Korean,
Spanish (Mexico)

Contents
Number of titles available: 7
Les grandes questions des tout-petits
Les questions des petits sur l'amour
Les questions des petits sur la mort
Les questions des petits sur les religions
Les questions des petits sur les émotions
Les questions des tout-petits sur Dieu
Les questions des tout-petits sur les méchants

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

BAYARD

NON FICTION

Les petites et grandes questions
de Zigzag
Sylvie LADOUCE / REGIS FALLER

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

225 x 220 mm
128 pages
15,90 €
From 3 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Polish, Turkish

Every month in Pomme d'Api, the n° 1 magazine for kiddies at
nursery school, children ask Zigzag a question and the smart
little fellow gives the answer. Here is a bind-up of some of
them.
Key Features
• Simple, complete answers, illustrated stage y stage, light-hearted in tone and
always perfectly clear.
• Bright, colourful illustrations.
• An original and motivating approach to construct children's general knowledge.

Contents
How do we breathe? How does a cow make milk? Why do children’s teeth fall out
when they grow bigger?
Where does the water in the toilet go? How many colours exist? How do caterpillars become butterflies? Why are animals afraid of us? How does a tree feed itself?
And every month, Zigzag answers the questions; simple, satisfactory answers illustrated stage by stage with funny drawings whose priority is clarity.
Régis Faller’s brightly coloured illustrations make this book very attractive and the
original approach motivates children while constructing their knowledge.

Author
Sylvie LADOUCE

Illustrator
REGIS FALLER

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

BAYARD

NON FICTION

Les grandes questions du petit
Gaston
SOPHIE FURLAUD / CATHERINE PROTEAUX-ZUBER

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

180 x 180 mm
184 pages
14,90 €
From 4 years old

Like all kids, Gaston is a little boy who is fascinated by the
world.
Key Features
• 12 questions
• Each of the 12 questions in this book is introduced by a comic and ends with a
double-spread game to let children investigate the topic more deeply.

RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Simplified), Turkish

Contents
Curious about everything, Gaston wonders
Are we all the same?
Why do things change all the time?
What does it mean to be a grow-up?
Does everybody dream?
Why do I get really mad sometimes?
Why do brothers and sisters squabble?
Why is it so difficult to live in peace?
What does to trust mean?
Why do people do bad things?
Why do some people have no home?
When will I stop being a kid?
What does being happy mean?

Author
SOPHIE FURLAUD

Illustrator

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

BAYARD

CATHERINE PROTEAUX-ZUBER
Catherine PROTEAUX graduated from Ecole Estienne. After
working in advertising and illustrating features in women’s mags,
she now devotes all her time to illustrating children’s books.

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

160 x 160 mm
230 pages
14,90 €
From 3 years old

Gaston, le petit garcon qui
n'arrêtait pas de poser des
questions

Marie AUBINAIS / MATTHIEU DE LAUBIER / Gwénaëlle BOULET /
CATHERINE PROTEAUX-ZUBER

Twelve essential questions asked by gaston, the little boy who
wonders about the meaning of life and the universe.
Key Features

RIGHTS SOLD

Brazilian, Castilian, Chinese
(Complex), Chinese (Simplified),
Czech, Dutch, Flemish, German,
Italian, Korean, Polish, Turkish

• 12 questions, drawn from children's daily life their observation of the world or
metaphysical questions.
• An original approach: on the left, an illustration in the graphic novel style, where
Gaston asks an adult his question, and adult gives one element of an answer; on
the right, a colour image that illustrates the response.
• A book that encourages parent-child dialogue. At the end, there's advice for
parents on each question treated.

Contents
This book contains 12 questions like these, which aren't always easy to answer!
Each one is treated on 8 double pages, and the answers proposed are adapted to
children's understanding.
At the end, extra pages for parents facilitate dialogue with their children.
Extract of the Table of contents:
Why aren't we all the same?
Why do we quarrel?
Where was I before I was born?
Why can't I do as I please?
Why are we afraid?
How didi the world begin?

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

BAYARD

Author
Marie AUBINAIS
Marie Aubinais lives in Maine-et-Loire near Angers. She was an
editor with Pomme d’Api, writing the monthly stories of Little
Brown Bear for more than 20 years. She still writes them today as
an independent author. She was also editor-in-chief of Mille et une
histoires magazine and has worked for a number of publishers.

Author
MATTHIEU DE LAUBIER

Author
Gwénaëlle BOULET

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

180 x 215 mm
40 pages
9,90 €
From 6 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Mes docs Youpi
Classical and passion subjects explained through very detailed images.
Key Features
• Clear, concise texts, busy illustrations with lots of details, perfectly adapted to
young readers.
• The Youpi magazine: the pleasure of seeing, discovering, and understanding, as
600 000 readers know.

Contents

Castilian, Polish
Number of titles available: 6
Au feu, les pompiers!
L'Égypte au temps des pharaons
Le corps humain
Les châteaux forts
Les ours
Les pirates

bayard

FOREIGN RIGHTS

BAYARD

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

175 x 210 mm
208 pages
15,20 €
From 5 years old

Les grands docs Youpi
A series to explain concepts or words from day life that are
difficult to understand from a child point of view. Sciences,
words used in adult conversation, on TV, but also the little
aches or pains that can happen in a day.
Key Features
• Partly on the "Les mots de l'actu" feature in Youpi magazine.
• An original visual presentation - comic style.

RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Simplified), Polish,
Portuguese, Spanish (World),
Turkish, Vietnamese

• A clear presentation.
• Will spark off discussions between parents and children.

Contents
Number of titles available: 4
Le p'tit dico des bobos
Le p'tit dico des mots des grands
Le p'tit dico des sciences
Le petit dico d'anglais et des Anglais

bayard
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BAYARD

NON FICTION

La p'tite encyclo de l'histoire du
monde
Bertrand FICHOU / DIDIER BALICEVIC

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

210 x 250 mm
108 pages
15,90 €
From 6 years old

A history book all in pictures offers an overview of the past of
our planet, from prehistory to our times. See the great human
adventure unfold, on all the continents.
Key Features
• An initiation to the history of the world to take pleasure in discovering the
immense diversity and richness of the human adventure on all the continents.

RIGHTS SOLD

Castilian, Chinese (Simplified),
Polish, Portuguese, Vietnamese

• The illustrations full of details by Didier Balicevic are totally accessible to young
readers from first class in primary school up.
• A strong theme in the non-fiction sector for this age group.
• A new, generous format shows the detailed illustrations to their advantage.

Contents
What did our ancestors look like? Where did they live? How did they move around?
When were the great monuments we know actually built? Who invented writing,
money, surgey, the steam engine, maps, the microscope?... In this rich enculopaedia, children will find:
The great eras of history, great people and inventions throughout the centuries,
maps full of details (landscapes, people, animals), big pictures and 6 pages with
fold-outs to look at the world through a magnifying glass.

Author
Bertrand FICHOU
Bertrand Fichou is an editor-in-chief of magazines Youpi and
Images doc of the Bayard Group. He has written many books,
including Le P'tit dico des mots des grands, Sciences pas bêtes
- Goût des Sciences Prize 2015, La p'tite encyclo de l'histoire du
monde (Bayard Editions), etc.

bayard
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BAYARD

Illustrator
DIDIER BALICEVIC
Didier Balicevic studied at the Arts décoratifs in Strasbourg under
the direction of Claude Lapointe.
After travelling extensively (2 years in England and Scotland) he
settled down in Paris

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

245 x 215 mm
80 pages
14,50 €
From 5 years old

Mes encyclos p'tits docs
Pursuing our ambition to "Mesp'tits docs" a reference in children's non-fiction, we have enriched the series by adding the
first encyclopaedias. Clear explanations, accessible to young
readers...
Key Features
• An affordable price for a little that represents the first small encyclopaedia on Life.
• Writing style: well-paced, concise, clear and accessible to the young reader.

RIGHTS SOLD

• Very personnal style: lively, full of fun, ideal as a first comic presentation.

Basque, Chinese (Simplified)

Contents
Number of titles available: 6
L'histoire de l'Odyssée
L'histoire de l'art, de Cro-Magnon jusqu'à toi
L'histoire de la conquête spatiale
L'histoire de la cuisine du mammouth à la pizza
L'histoire de la vie, du big-bang jusqu'à toi
L'histoire de la vitesse

bayard
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MILAN

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

255 x 225 mm
80 pages
14,90 €
From 6 years old

Mes p'tites questions encyclo
100 questions/answers to understand the world, history, everyday objects...
Key Features
• Illustrated throughout strong visual universes.
• Lively, informative texts that are easy to understand.

Contents
RIGHTS SOLD

Korean, Polish

Number of titles available: 2
Comment ça marche?
La mythologie grecque

bayard
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NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

220 x 220 mm
40 pages
9,50 €
From 5 years old

Mes p'tites questions
How are babies made? Do all eggs become chicks? How the
animals in the forest don't get lost? Can I become a professional footballer? Mes p'tites questions is a big sister to Mes
p'tits docs in Milan's best-selling non-fiction collection.
Key Features
• Accessible texts.
• Classic and up-to-date themes.

RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Simplified), Korean,
Polish, Spanish (Mexico), Vietnamese

• A window on the world.
• Big drawings, lots of visual informations, format adapted to young readers, robust
paper that doesn't tear.

Contents
Number of titles available: 68
Bobos et maladies
Boire et manger
Cheveux et poils
L'Angleterre
L'alimentation
L'amour et l'amitié
L'amour et les bébés
L'eau
L'hôpital
L'école élémentaire
L'écologie
La France

bayard
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La Terre, la vie, l'univers
La ferme
La guerre et la paix

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

210 x 210 mm
96 pages
8,90 €
From 6 years old

Mes p'tites questions sciences
A selection of scientific subjects with experiments that make
everything clear!
Key Features
• A 'soft' approach to scientific subjects for tomorrow's scientists.
• A dozen simple, effective activities to share knowledge with children.
• Questions just as children ask them.
• Short, precise, easy-to-understand answers adapted to the child's level.

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
Number of titles available: 5
L'eau
L'électricité
La lumière
Le cerveau
Les cinq sens

bayard
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NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

180 x 180 mm
88 pages
11,90 €
From 5 years old

Mon p'tit quiz
Quizzes adapted for children arouses their sense of deduction - that's what this new series is all about.
Key Features
• Enjoy learning science from the early years.
• Entertaining pictures ensure children's attention.

Contents
RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Simplified)

Number of titles available: 2
Mon p'tit quiz animaux
Mon p'tit quiz sciences

bayard
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NON FICTION

Le dico des animaux crados
Emmanuelle Figueras / Gaël Beullier

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

165 x 250 mm
80 pages
12,90 €
From 6 years old

An instructive book with lots of laughs for kiddies. In short
fact files, all the things animals do that might seem yucky to
us.
Key Features
• An hilarious universe.
• Hard facts presented with delightful humour.
• Cheeky illustrations.

RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Simplified), Korean,
Polish

Contents
A funny and informative book that treats all the things we can find disgusting in
animals, in succinct texts.
"Gross"? Because we focus on grungy stuff. In this hilarious universe, the facts are
coated with delicious humour that’s intensified by impertinent, zany illustrations.
Surprising, but this book is not an inventory of obscenities. It is an authentic nonfiction book that teaches us so many things; especially that in nature, nothing is
really disgusting, everything has its purpose in life.

Author
Emmanuelle Figueras
A nature-loving journalist and a non-fiction author, Emmanuelle
Figueras writes regulary for the press and is the author of works
such as "L'Anthologie des ours" (Delachaux & Niestlé);
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Illustrator
Gaël Beullier
Born in Lyon, Gaël Beullier lived in réuion until the age of 18. He
then came to mainland France and attended the prestigious Emile
Cohl school. This young illustrator lives in Paris today, sharing his
time between two passions: illustrating books and working as a
tatoo artist.

NON FICTION

Mes premières grandes
questions philosophiques
Brigitte Labbé / Eric Gasté

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

170 x 230 mm
192 pages
14,95 €
From 5 years old

10 stories to help answer the questions very young children
can ask about their daily experience. To help them think and
act.
Key Features
• Two heroes to follow, who animate the discussion, in a universe that's familiar to
parents and their child.

RIGHTS SOLD

• A first reading book for beginners.

Chinese (Simplified), Korean,
Turkish

• Funny, movinf illustrations that assure identification with the likeable characters.
• Highlights the child's autonomy: children have to think for themselves.

Contents
What if I told a lie?
What if I didn't go to school?
What happens if I don’t do as I’m told?
What if I feel like fighting?
Why don’t I have any money?
Why don’t I have the right to do things?
What would happen if we never died?
Why not just give up?
How come I’m not the boss? Filou’s big brother is doing a work placement and
he’s complaining about his boss. Why can’t he give the orders?
What are you afraid of?
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Author
Brigitte Labbé
Brigitte Labbé is a writer. She is the co-author of “Goûters philo”.
She also animates the “Goûters philo” in schools, libraries and
bookshops…

Illustrator
Eric Gasté
Eric Gasté was an art director of children’s magazines before
deciding to devote all his time to the illustration of books and
magazines for children. His work has been published by Nathan,
Milan, Bayard…

NON FICTION

Mon atlas à voyager
Bertrand FICHOU / CLAIRE LE MEIL

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

224 x 276 mm
16 pages
15,90 €
From 6 years old

An atlas with richly illustrated fold-out maps to plunge into life
on other continents.
Key Features
• Learn as you play.
• Drawings full of details to observe.

Contents
RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Complex), Chinese
(Simplified), German

A pop-up atlas with 6 generous double pages that fold out, enriched with little booklets, flaps, and lots of zooms and extra information about North America, South
America, Europe, Asia, Africa, and Oceania.
Here, we discover the continents and their climate, their mountainous areas, some
records...and about 80 scenes full of fun and information.

Author
Bertrand FICHOU
Bertrand Fichou is an editor-in-chief of magazines Youpi and
Images doc of the Bayard Group. He has written many books,
including Le P'tit dico des mots des grands, Sciences pas bêtes
- Goût des Sciences Prize 2015, La p'tite encyclo de l'histoire du
monde (Bayard Editions), etc.
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Illustrator
CLAIRE LE MEIL

NON FICTION

Une minute sur la Terre
KIKO / Paul MARTIN

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

210 x 350 mm
16 pages
13,50 €
From 7 years old

Lift 24 flaps to discover how people live in different parts of
the planet...
Key Features
• A magnificent giant frieze of the world to detach and hang on the wall of your
room.
• Drawn by Kiko, the fold-out picture (it measures more than 1m70!) shows life
around the world in one day, simultaneously!
• The poster comes with a 16-page explanatory book and a map of the world.

RIGHTS SOLD

Korean

Contents
Thanks to a huge, brightly coloured picture (1m70 when folded out), children can
grasp the notion of time zones and specific information about continents and
countries which, depending on their longitude, are experiencing day or night…
On the inside front cover, a planisphere lets young readers situate the countries
and continents represented on the poster.
And there’s more! A booklet slipped into a sleeve focuses on 24 figures who each
personify a country, a way of life, a climate, customs, different daily routines…
Basic explanations of longitude and latitude, etc. complete the information given
in this attractive object.

Illustrator
KIKO
Graphic designer, illustrator of children’s press and books… Nicolas
Archieri, aka KIKO, works regularly for Bayard’s Astrapi magazine
and has illustrated lots of books: fiction and non-fiction for Milan,
Gallimard, Tourbillon, Fleurus… He lives in Paris.
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Author
Paul MARTIN

NON FICTION

Autos : le catalogue des voitures
NE
Paul Craft

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

265 x 305 mm
64 pages
15,90 €
From 6 years old

Autos, le catalogue voitures presents more than 200 models
of emblematic automobiles to captivate young readers, enthuse their passion, incite their astonishment and admiration
for cars that are incredibly beautiful.
Key Features
• Generous format, stylized illustrations

RIGHTS SOLD

• Information that gets straight to essential to learn and dream

Chinese (Simplified)

• Quality production

Contents
Rolls-Royce or Ford T, Batmobile, Golf or 2CV? This beautiful book, with its generous for-mat and illustrated throughout, offers a magnificent panorama of cars that
inspire our dreams. One page and double spread illustrations, vignettes and even
poster format, with Autos, le catalogue voitures children discover the automobile universe from the 19th century to tomorrow, through about twenty essential
themes: the first models, cars in films, luxury models, sports cars, cars to show
off, racing cars, popular models, pro-totypes, customised, coupés, convertibles,
saloons, minivans, superminis, estate cars, vans, pick-up trucks, limousines, 4 wheel
drives, as well as taxis, and cars that have made History, broken records... The presentation is simple and accessible: model, brand, year and country. Data that will
make kids dream: performances, records, dimensions... A veritable catalogue, richly
illustrated, to discover, admire, dip into and share with friends!

bayard
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Illustrator
Paul Craft
Born in 1990, Pavlo Kravchenko is a talented young illustrator from
Ukraine. After studying at the School of Visual Communication in
Kiev, he began working in the communication field creating logos
and adverts. A sports car fan, he devotes much of his free time to
drawing!

NON FICTION

Le who's who des grandes
personnes
Davey OWEN

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

195 x 270 mm
96 pages
19,00 €
From 5 years old

Adults life, with all it's possibilities, presented to children's
imagination.
Key Features
• Poetic, striking illustrations by Owen Davey.
• A beatiful, elegant book; top quality production.
• More than 40 characters to discover and identify.

RIGHTS SOLD

German, Italian

• The lay out functions with two presentations: pictures of all the accessories required for a job and an attractive picture that children will identify with.

Contents
Who are all these grown-ups? What do they do in their lives? Magnificently illustrated by Owen Davey, this picture book is an invitation to kiddies to take a visual stroll
through the land of adults, whatever they may do: butcher or surfer, astronaut,
boxer, samurai or butler… An abundant list to find out all about adults and their
secret outfits!

Illustrator
Davey OWEN
Owen Davey in a young British illustrator whose work has earned
him many prizes. He works in advertising, traditional and digital
publishing for adults and children. He describes his illustrations
as "warm, narrative, retro and colourful". This is his first book with
Milan, and his first project with a French publisher.
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NON FICTION

Nous, les garçons
Raphaël Martin / Edith Chambon

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

180 x 220 mm
208 pages
18,00 €
From 9 years old

Information, tests, testimonies and advice from experts for all
boys who are experiencing the strange mutations of puberty
and asking so many questions!
Key Features
• This book remains the uncontested guide for boys.
• Advice adapted for 9-13 year-olds.
• Bright, funny and beautifully coloured illustrations.

RIGHTS SOLD

Castilian, Chinese (Simplified),
Dutch, Flemish, Greek, Italian,
Korean, Lithuanian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Slovenian

Contents
The pre-teens is never an easy time for youngsters, that's why this guide is designed to answer all the questions boys ask between the ages of 9 to 13.
Seven big chapters, each one devoted to a precise theme:
* The body’s strange mutations
* The keys of the personality
* Friendship
* Love
* School
* Family
* Hobbies.
224 pages to overcome all the changes that take place during the pre-teens!

Author
Raphaël Martin
A practitioner of Karate and Tai Chi Chuan, Raphael Martin was
born in Lyon and lived in Paris for a few years, before moving to
Toulouse. He works as an editor.
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Illustrator
Edith Chambon

NON FICTION

Vive les filles ! 2018

Séverine Clochard / Anne Guillard / Cécile Hudrisier

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

180 x 220 mm
232 pages
18,00 €
From 8 years old

Because the early teens are rarely an easy time, this guide
is designed to answer all the questions girls ask between 8
and 13. All the themes that worry or fascinate youngsters are
treated.
Key Features
• This book remain the uncontested guide for girls.
• Advice adapted for 8-13 year-olds.

RIGHTS SOLD

• Bright, funny and beautifully coloured illustrations.

Castilian, Chinese (Simplified),
Dutch, Flemish, Greek, Italian,
Korean, Lithuanian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Slovenian

Contents
Divided into 7 big chapters, each one devoted to a precise theme:
- Make your body your friend;
- Who are you?
- Friendship is sacred;
- You’re in love;
- School? No problem!
- The family planet;
- There’s a life after school!

Author
Séverine Clochard
As a long-serving deputy editor-in-chief on the magazine Julie,
which is aimed at the early teens market, Séverine Clochard
knows pre-teen girls well, meeting them frequently for interviews
and reports. Born in 1974, she is the holder of an MA in
Communication and Youth and lives near Toulouse.
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Illustrator
Anne Guillard

Illustrator
Cécile Hudrisier

NON FICTION

Monumental

Sarah Tavernier / Alexandre Verhille

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

270 x 370 mm
48 pages
19,90 €
From 7 years old

This big, attractive atlas, well designed and documented,
celebrates human ingenuity by exploring the world's most
remarkable edifices, to admire on a generous format.
Key Features
• A rare subject for a book, accessible and attractive thanks to its imaginative
approach and form.
• An affordable gift, particulary in view of the high quality paper used.

RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Simplified), Dutch,
English (World), Flemish, German, Greek, Japanese, Korean,
Polish, Spanish (World)

• A highly-visual book the very young can enjoy, it will appeal to all the family.
• 200 remarkable edifices with their geographical situation explained, accompanied
by astounding facts.

Contents
This totally unique atlas is divided into 5 sections:
Europe
Africa and the Middle East
Asia and the South Sea Island
North America
South America
Each section is introduced with a large map locating all the buildings presented on
the following 3 double-page spreads, along with their name and the city in which
they stand.
The illustration of each one is then reproduced on a larger scale, complemented
by the most astonishing facts relating to it.
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Author
Sarah Tavernier
Sarah Tavernier. Originally from the north of France, Sarah
Tavernier is progressively working her way south, practicing a
variety of professions. Today she is settled in Tarn, where she is
working as a colourist and designer for murals and books. In her
capacity as an artist, colourist and paper engineer, she devises
and creates pop-up books. She participated in the conception and
realisation of Voyages et routes de légende for Editions Milan.

Illustrator
Alexandre Verhille

NON FICTION

Recordmania

Emmanuelle Figueras / Sarah Tavernier / Alexandre Verhille

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

270 x 370 mm
48 pages
19,90 €
From 7 years old

Masses of remarkable records, where they were achieved,
and the most incredible facts on the subject.
Key Features
• Striking visuals will appeal to a wide age range.
• Tons of information to dip into at leisure.

Contents
RIGHTS SOLD

English (World), German

This superb atlas reviews 6 types of world records:
* the smallest and the biggest;
* the lightest and the heaviest;
* the slowest and the fastest;
* the longest and the shortest;
* the most silent and the noisiest;
* the hottest and the coldest.
Breaking down these categories, 8 types of records are featured:
* involving human beings;
* sports;
* architecture;
* technology;
* the sky and space;
* records in nature;
* records held by animals;
* dinosaurs.
Each of the 6 parts of the book is devoted to one unit of measure.
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Author
Emmanuelle Figueras
A nature-loving journalist and a non-fiction author, Emmanuelle
Figueras writes regulary for the press and is the author of works
such as "L'Anthologie des ours" (Delachaux & Niestlé).

Illustrator
Sarah Tavernier

Illustrator
Alexandre Verhille

NON FICTION

Anatomia

Sarah Tavernier / Alexandre Verhille / Jack Guichard

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

270 x 370 mm
48 pages
19,90 €
From 7 years old

A big attractive book to explain - in a totally new way - how
the wonderful machine we call the human body functions.
Key Features
• All the workings of the human body and the most incredible information!
• Original, graphic illustrations that awaken the curiosity. A new kind of non-fiction
book.
• The accent is on the visuals, will appeal to young and older readers.

RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Simplified), Greek,
Korean

Contents
Imagine the human body like a town, with its transport system (blood circulation),
on-going constructions (joints, muscles and movements), its ramparts (the skin) …
Looking at it this way, the human body can be represented like the map of a town.
Throughout this book, the comparison is maintained, explaining the human body
in a striking, highly visual way.

Illustrator
Sarah Tavernier

Illustrator
Alexandre Verhille
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Author
Jack Guichard
Graduate of the Ecole Normale, specialist in education and
communication, Jack Guichard was formerly director of the Palais
de la Découverte. He has published about a hundred popular
science and pedagogical books as well as his scientific reflections.

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

180 x 295 mm
184 pages
14,90 €
From 10 years old

Images Doc
Lots of astounding discoveries! A new non-fiction collection
of books designed for 8 to 12-year-olds. A voyage to the heart
of the themes children love!
Key Features
• Short and simple texts that get down to basics, making for a well-paced and prograssive reading experience.
• Each title has 4 fold-out pages that allow further investigation of a symbolic site
or a natural environment etc.

RIGHTS SOLD

Vietnamese

• A lively and colorful layout with more than 300 photos, realistic illustrations, amusing/humorous drawings etc.
• All the wealth of Images Doc magazine which has been Bayard's flagship monthly
in France for more than 15 years, with over 850.0000 readers each month.

Contents
Number of titles available: 15
Antiquité & mythologies en BD
Au temps des chevaliers en BD
Au temps des dinosaures
Histoire du monde en BD
L'histoire de France
L'histoire de France en BD
La passion de la danse
Le cheval, animal de rêve
Les conquérants du ciel
Les grandes inventions en BD
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Les grands explorateurs en BD
Les grands personnages de notre histoire
Les mondes antiques
Les religions du monde
Préhistoire, la grande aventure de l'homme

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Les petits livres
A collection to help the children to understand difficult situations.

165 x 210 mm
40 pages
9,90 €
From 8 years old

Key Features

RIGHTS SOLD

Number of titles available: 9

Spanish (Latin America)

• Books to read as a family.

Contents

Le petit livre de la mort et de la vie
Le petit livre des gestes qui sauvent
Le petit livre pour apprendre à dire NON!
Le petit livre pour bien vivre ensemble
Le petit livre pour dire NON! aux abus sexuels
Le petit livre pour dire NON! à la violence
Le petit livre pour parler des sans-abri
Le petit livre pour parler du handicap
Parents, frères et soeurs, famille (élargie) mode d'emploi
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NON FICTION

Le mondes, les autres et moi
Collectif / PEGGY ADAM / ELODIE DURAND / JUDITH
GUEYFIER-GEGAT / FREDERIC REBENA

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

190 x 190 mm
192 pages
19,90 €
From 8 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Castilian, Dutch, Flemish, German, Italian, Korean, Thai

110 children's questions about the world around us, relationships with others, family, feelings...
Key Features
• Questions children really asked (From Bayard's magazines Astrapi and Grain
de Soleil), but aren't always easy to answer. A book that helps open the dialogue
between parents and children.
• A reference book that permits children, through existential questions, to reflect
about their relations with others, open up and find their place in the world.
• One question on each page, in a simple, clear lay-out, presented in 5 main themes for easy reading.

Contents
Why do parents have secrets? Can they love each other yet argue? Why do I tell
lies? How do you make friends? Why does everything come to an end? What’s the
point of art?
This book assembles 120 authentic children’s questions from Bayard magazines
Astrapi, Images Doc, and Grain de Soleil.
The book is in five parts: The Family, Feelings, Life and Death, Society, The World.
In each part, many themes are treated. The questions children ask oblige us - we
adults - to revise what we know and consolidate the values we believe in. The answers in this book vary in style depending on the authors who wrote them, but they
are all paths for reflection.

Author
Collectif

Illustrator
PEGGY ADAM
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Illustrator
ELODIE DURAND

Illustrator
JUDITH GUEYFIER-GEGAT

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

185 x 287 mm
80 pages
14,90 €
From 7 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Brazilian, Dutch, Flemish, Korean, Russian, Spanish (World),
Turkish

Questions pas bêtes
Picture books to teach children to think for themselves, to
frge their own opinions, to be open to discussion on a great
variety of subjects like music, science, death, life, friendship,
money, fear, religion, beauty, justice, laughter, growing old
Key Features
• About 40 such questions are answered in each book, through a funny, up-beat
approach.
• Beautiful illustrations, laced with humour, deepen the child's understanding...
• The series made a strong impression on booksellers.

Contents
Number of titles available: 5
L'univers pas bête
Musique pas bête
Pense pas bête T.1 - Les grandes questions philo des 7/11 ans
Pense pas bête T.2 - Les grandes questions philo des 7/11 ans
Sciences pas bêtes
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NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

130 x 240 mm
48 pages
8,90 €
From 8 years old

Wapiti Mission Nature
To awaken children to ecology, increase their awarness without making them feel guilty, give them the means to act at
their level. In 3 stages, the series permits the child to discover, understand and learn the simple actions to preserve the
planet.
Key Features
• The child is always the central player: lots of manual activities and experiments.

RIGHTS SOLD

• Key figures clarify the theme and help memorization.

Arabic (world), Chinese (Simplified), Greek, Indonesian, Italian,
Korean, Portuguese, Thai, Turkish

Contents
Number of titles available: 6
Air et pollution
J'aime ma planète
L'eau
L'énergie
La biodiversité
Les déchets
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NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

210 x 240 mm
48 pages
13,95 €
From 8 years old

Exploradoc
The ideal series for 8 to 10-years-olds, to understand where
the things we use in our day-to-day lives come from.
Key Features
• In-situ investigations, interviews with professionals: a journalistic approach reveals
what goes on behind the scenes of our daily existence.
• Commented photos describe real procedures.
• Key themes of everyday life.

RIGHTS SOLD

Arabic (world), Chinese (Simplified), Korean

• A collection that will become a reference, especially in the classroom.

Contents
Number of titles available: 10
Comment fait-on un livre?
Comment vit-on sans maison?
Comment ça pousse?
D'où vient l'eau du robinet?
D'où vient le poisson pané?
Pourquoi coupe t-on les arbres?
Pétrole. Pourquoi est-il si précieux?
Que trouve t-on sous la Terre?
Qui a construit ma maison?
Qui fait voler les avions?
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NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

220 x 260 mm
40 pages
12,50 €
From 8 years old

J'explore le monde
A collection of illustrated non-fiction books that will tell you
all about the everyday lives of the children of Europe and
elswhere, and about their countries.
Key Features
• Two characters to identify with.
• Simple and accessible texts.
• Bilingual captions as an initiation to the language.

RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Simplified)

• Maps have tracing paper overlays with educational content and lively illustrations
(2overlays).

Contents
Number of titles available: 4
À toi la Grande-Bretagne!
À toi la Russie!
À toi le Japon!
À toi l’Italie!
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NON FICTION

Copain voyage
No more dusty old travel guides crammed with information

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

160 x 200 mm
96 pages
9,90 €
From 8 years old

Here's a new way to approach a foreign country, a capital city
or a region: it's funny, playful, zany.
Games, challenges, and quizzes on every page. A different
way to get to know the world.
Key Features

RIGHTS SOLD

• A zany way to discover a new country in a fun guide.

Chinese (Simplified)

• New and unique in this market sector.

Contents
Number of titles available: 4
Copain - L'Angleterre
Copain - L'Espagne
Copain - La Bretagne
Copain - Paris
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NON FICTION

Bestioles

Jean-Henri Fabre / Sylvie Bessard

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

260 x 315 mm
80 pages
19,90 €
From 8 years old

Superbly illustrated, this unique book is designed to let everyone enjoy Jean Henri Fabre’s fabulous and truculent accounts, the fruit of a life devoted to his passionate study of
insects.
Key Features
• A fascinating book, scientifically irreprochable and remarkably written.
• A bit like a picture book with magnificient illustrations enhancing a classic text.

RIGHTS SOLD

Korean

• An ideal gift for all those interested in insects, whatever their age, and others too!
• A bright, lively text to tell children about the unsuspected and astonishing behaviour of insects.

Contents
Souvenirs entomologiques by Jean Henri Fabre – a brilliant 19th century entomologist – translated into 13 languages, has sold millions of copies thanks to the quality
of the writing and the scientific content.
Jean Henri Fabre is a poet with a unique gift for presenting insects. In his
"Souvenirs", he recounts his experiments on insects, nourished by countless hours
of meticulous observation and facilitated by his ingenious methods. His lively, visual
style will please all readers.
Sylvie Bessard has chosen 8 accounts, published here in the original version
(slightly abridged), which she skilfully illustrates in a generous format, combining
big illustrations and comic style pages. Her lifelike technique gives a new dimension to this reference book, and the comic pages recall the duplicates we used in
primary school.

Author
Jean-Henri Fabre

Illustrator
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Sylvie Bessard
Sylvie Bessard (Nancy) has illustrated lots of books for Milan,
including the magnificent pop-up Paris, voyage animé au cœur
de la Ville Lumière, Mes transports à toucher, Les Trois Petits
Cochons, several picture books "Mes années pourquoi"…

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

130 x 186 mm
56 pages
6,00 €
From 8 years old

Les goûters philo
This series sets out philosophical concepts wich are accessible to the young readers thanks to the combination of philosophical rigour, humour and examples taken from every day
life.
Key Features
• 600,000 copies sold, translated in 16 languages.
• Answers are thought-provoking rather than conventional.

RIGHTS SOLD

Brazilian, Catalan, Chinese
(Complex), Chinese (Simplified),
Farsi, Finnish, German, Greek,
Hungarian, Japanese, Korean,
Slovenian, Spanish (Latin America), Swedish, Turkish

• Brillant illustrations that pick up points from the text, adding humour.
• Worldwide success proves the collection's universality.

Contents
Number of titles available: 40
Avec religion sans religion
Ce qu'on sait et ce qu'on ne sait pas
Croire et savoir
D'accord pas d'accord
Dieux et Dieu
Inventer sa vie
L'amour et l'amitié
L'être et l'apparence
LA RICHESSE ET LA PAUVRETE
La beauté et la laideur
La chance et la malchance
La colère et la patience
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La confiance et la trahison
La dictature et la démocratie
La guerre et la paix

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

160 x 202 mm
128 pages
7,90 €
From 9 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

C'est quoi ?
C'est quoi? explains the news and hot topics by putting the
accent on interactivity at the child’s level, to open young
minds to the world without dogmatism!
Key Features
• Information presented in comic book style, researched, checked and explained.
• Computer graphics facilitate understanding of data that can sometimes be complex.

Contents

Korean, Norwegian
Number of titles available: 4
C'est quoi la politique?
C'est quoi, l'écologie?
C'est quoi, le terrorisme?
C'est quoi, les inégalités?
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NON FICTION

L'atlas des inégalités

Stéphanie Ledu / Stéphane Frattini / Julien Castanié / Elodie
Balandras
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

275 x 280 mm
48 pages
16,00 €
From 10 years old

This atlas looks at inequality throughout the world, putting
facts into perspective and drawing parallels between different
regions.
Key Features
• A simple, effective approach to arouse the curiosity of young readers.
• Lots of maps that are easy to read and understand.

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
Opting for an objective, factual approach, exploiting visuals to the maximum, the
authors show our world is a source of inequalities
Steering clear of preconceived ideas, the text is based exclusively on facts.
The maps and illustrations are veritable teaching tools that explain figures and statistic information using pictures.
A world tour of inequalities, sources of tensions between people, and the solutions
envisaged and applied to counter them.

Author
Stéphanie Ledu
Stéphanie Ledu lives in Vichy. She has written over one hundred
non-fiction books, all published by Milan, including all the titles in
the series "Mes p'tits docs" and "Mes docs à coller", as well as Le
Grand livre de la famille and Mon encyclo des enfants.
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Author
Stéphane Frattini
Stéphane Frattini grew-up in sub-saharan Africa wich gave him an
accurate love for freedom, an awareness of what truly matters.
He's tried a number of jobs, before he finally set his sights on
children's books publishing, wich he loves dearly. He's published
about 50 books so far.

NON FICTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

165 x 220 mm
96 pages
8,90 €
From 11 years old

100% Ado
A collection to help teenager to debate and to think about important subjects such as love, faith, philosophy, differences...
Key Features
• Modern lay-out, combining amusing illustrations and photos.
• A constructive book to help early teens understand the world they are growing
up in.
• A reflection and dialogue orchestrated by teens themselves.

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents

Turkish
Number of titles available: 5
En quoi tu crois, toi? 100% ado
L'amour 100% ado
La philo 100% ado
La psycho 100% ado
Tous différents! 100% ado
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